TEAP Inducts Peter Wright as President

Dr. Peter Wright, a professor of Technology Education at Cal U, was inducted as president of the Technology Education Association of Pennsylvania (TEAP) at the organization's 56th annual conference in Camp Hill, Pa.

He has been on track for the appointment since being named president-elect in 2007 and deputy president last year.

TEAP's purpose is to define, stimulate, coordinate and strive for the improvement of Technology Education programs for all Pennsylvania students and to help instructors keep pace with technological changes.

Wright made two professional presentations at the conference. “Teaching Digital Communication Systems” was given in conjunction with his sabbatical research. “Tuning and Technologies in Kart Racing” was co-presented with Cal U Technology Education student and kart racing national champion Craig Wetzel.

After the conference, Wright attended the Board of Directors meeting of the International Technology Education Association (ITEA) in Charlotte, N.C.

“It is gratifying to be able to give back to the field of technology education at both the state and international levels and to work to make sure all students can become technologically literate in school,” said Wright. “I am also grateful to Cal U for allowing me to take a fall semester sabbatical to research digital communications and pursue my service leadership activities.”